Agency Application A
Agency Application B
Agency Application C

Enterprise Directory Shared LDAP

NCID

**Application Users:**
1. Application users logon to application
2. Application will authenticate users against the Shared LDAP and allow user access to application

**NCID User Accounts:**
3. New user requests account
4. Existing user can update account information or change password

**NCID Delegated Administrators:**
1. Can make account changes
2. Can add accounts to roles/groups

*All account modifications, password changes and new accounts are automatically synchronized to the Shared LDAP environment*

**Complete the Shared LDAP Form**
STEP 1: Initiation

Customer
- Initiates Request

Customer
- Completes Questionnaire

Customer/DS
- Questionnaire Review Meeting

DS/NCID
- Review Requirements

Customer/DS
- Final Review Meeting

STEP 1 Complete

Completed questionnaire
Customer has been transferred to NCID or has provided approval to move to Step 2 for Shared LDAP

STEP 2: Test

DS/NCID
- Driver Configuration
- Test Driver Modifications

Customer/DS
- Initiate Testing

Customer
- Tests Application

Customer/DS
- Review Findings

Customer
- Reviews with the DS team

STEP 2 Complete

Customer has successfully completed testing and has provided approval to move to Step 3.

STEP 3: Integration

DS/NCID
- If driver changes are required prepare for production release

Customer/DS
- Integration Completed

Customer/DS
- Verify attributes and/or group membership

DS/NCID
- Application is integrated with Shared LDAP

Customer
- Verify attributes and/or group membership

Customer/DS
- DS works with customer to re-configure application for production environment

STEP 3 Complete

Customer has moved application to production and the forms for this project are saved for future review.